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In this edition we have tips on how to spot a
good gliding day using RASP, plus info on how
to follow the Regionals from the comfort of your
office desk. There is also a sample of photos
from the recent highly successful Klippeneck
expedition – more available on the blog –
which is by the way getting daily updates from
Don and is well worth keeping an eye on.
Happy reading.
Jane

From the Chairman
June has been a fantastic month for the club with the Aero Expo
show, the Klippeneck expedition, the addition of the LS7 to the
club fleet and heaps of training course flying on weekdays. But it
has been a month of two halves from a weather point of view. The
end of May and the first three weeks of June were fine with cold
nights and good convection. Then the high pressure turned hazy
and it began to rain giving us an unseasonably cold fortnight.
The Aero Expo show is of course an inconvenience from one
point of view. On the other hand, relocating to Thame,
experiencing a different site and trying winching has always been
a popular move and this year was no exception. Back at Booker during the show our LS7
was rigged and standing in front of the BGA's stand and in our part of the hangar were the
most interesting exhibits in the show! Graham Saw's beautiful red Petrel and his yellow
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Lunak, the prototype Kite belonging to the Underwood father and son, the T21 belonging to
a Booker syndicate, a K21, Richard and Boris’s ASG29, a K13 and the Falke drew visitors all
day. Many thanks to Jane and Chris C for setting it all up and to the many members who
turned out to man the stand.
This was another successful year at Klippeneck with flying every day. Conditions in week
one were a bit stable but everybody flew. Week two was better with three or four good
soaring days. As ever Klippeneck delivers a wonderful gliding holiday experience. The
accommodation is absolutely superb and the gliding facilities on the airfield are second to
none.
It's a real pleasure to see the LS7, so generously donated
to the club in his Will by the late Jonathan Kingerlee, EASA
transitioned, ARC'd and inspected and test flown by
Richard.
Many thanks to Robin W for all his hard work to make this
aircraft available on the club fleet. If you want to fly it please
speak to Richard first. He has written pilot notes covering all
aspects of its handling.
Our success with courses continues thanks to Don's
commitment and many useful ideas to encourage course
pupils to support each other and maximise their progress. During the week Don can usually
help all members with refreshers, check-flights, type conversions and so on.
The next big event is The Booker Red Kite Regionals 2017 from 15th to 23rd July. About 20
competitors are expected on the grid with 4 visitors, our Duo and a K21, for 9 days of fun
and flying. Richard will be directing, assisted by Nils who will be giving us the benefit
of his outstanding forecasting and helping RC with the task setting. As usual the
Booker Regionals will be a Handicapped Distance Task event. If you are not
competing please come up to the club to share in the activities including the social
events which will be happening on just about every evening. The Control team will
also welcome volunteers to help out on a day by day basis.
Winston Churchill said that out of great complexities come great simplicities. I think I can say
that we have now reached such a point of clarity in our negotiations for a 25 year lease for
the club. If, as we hope, the big picture can be agreed in the next few weeks, there may be
prolonged discussion of details but I am cautiously confident that we are now approaching a
satisfactory conclusion to this inordinately drawn out process.
Don't forget that the best way you can support your club is to come and fly!
See you up there!
William
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The CFI….
………is busy organising the Regionals

The Regionals – for armchair pilots
Thanks to help from Pete Wyld we have a better way to display live glider tracks during
the Regionals this year. We will be displaying an OGN* Flarm map display with task
information so that you can see the racing even if you have to be in the office. There will
also be some news blog entries alongside with supporting information so you can spot
the winners and losers as the flying progresses. When the competition starts, check the
Live Tracking page https://tinyurl.com/y72ehnam on the Activities/Competitions page of
the Booker website for more information.
Here’s an example:
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Results will be published on Soaring Spot – there is a link to this on the Comps page of
our website.
*What’s OGN then? See below:

*OGN = Open Glider Network.
An Open Source IT project aimed at maintaining a unified tracking platform, or real time
database, showing positional data for gliders and other GA aircraft, using data from
Flarm.

Members’ achievements
Congratulations to:
Mike Barnard – solo
John Blake – re-solo and conversion to Junior
Nik von Merveldt – conversion to ASW19
Chris Whelan – conversion to Junior
Hakan Gokalp and David Lowe – Silver Height and Distance
Ruth Jackson – Bronze badge complete
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Aero Expo – photo gallery

A grand day out
The stories are true - Klippeneck really is as good as they say it is, the only real drawback is
the long journey there and back. But if you are lucky enough to have at your disposal a
Robin DR400, a tank of fuel, and two excellent companions the journey is as much a delight
as the destination.
And so it was that the three of us, James, William and I set off from Booker one sunny
morning bound for Klippeneck by way of Le Touquet and Laon. In addition to a spot of
gliding, the trip was a chance to give LH’s new engine a good long run, and for me to learn
from James the tricks of continental flying.
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Calling in at Le Touquet is a compulsory customs and immigration stop for entering Europe,
and what was notable was the complete lack of any customs or immigration formalities, just
an empty office! Still, after a spot of elevenses for the plane and crew we set off to Laon, an
attractive looking town that marked the halfway point in our journey. Laon aerodrome proved
to be bereft of any form of life, so after dallying for a while in the hope that someone would
appear, we left to tackle the madness that is the controlled airspace over northern France.
Fortunately James is a master of such things, and a seemingly impenetrable mess of
overlapping controlled and restricted zones liberally dotted with danger areas soon melted
away under his steady hand. And sat behind, his map spread out like a navigator of old,
William gave a running commentary of the towns and features we were passing, places
whose names failed to interest the digital GPS map makers of the present.
And just short of 4 flying hours after departing Blighty, we arrived on German soil - rather
dramatically for those of us who had not yet experienced a Klippeneck approach down the
gully in turbulence. Fortunately it turns out that such things are all in a day’s work for a BA
Captain, even more fortunately James is one and was in charge – ‘handlebar management’
as he put it - so all was well.
There were many highlights of our adventure – the trip itself, the companionship, the
excellent gliding, the Zeppelin museum, Nick astride the Zeppelin climbing frame in the
children’s playground (see the blog photos), but one that ranks above the others must be the
flight we took to Samedan, the
airfield next to St Moritz in the
Swiss alps – perfect weather
and breath-taking scenery that
just kept on unfolding in front
of us. The Swiss officials gave
us a bit of a hard time when
we arrived, but I suppose they
have a reputation to live up to,
and it didn't diminish from the
grandeur of the location.
Just like the Chilterns we
know and love!
On the trip back to the UK we were blessed by yet more fine weather (and even managing a
tail wind there and back!), and excellent though the journey was it was almost an anti-climax
compared with all that went before it.
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Captain and crew maintaining
an air of serious professional
composure that befits such a
venture!

My thanks must go to William and James for their company on our flight, to all those at
Klippeneck for their company and good cheer, and to Richard and the team that organised
the Klippeneck expedition. And especially to James for his excellent tutelage.
And finally, for those of you who haven’t been, Klippeneck really is an expedition worth going
on. Granted, I’m not the best person to tell you about the drive there, but when you are there
it is excellent.
Robert Turner

Klippeneck photo gallery

The view from the airfield
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Somewhere over southern
Germany

Airfield ever so slightly longer than
Booker
Rumour has it that Graham flew
plastic.

End of the day
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A new home for RASP – and it’s not just for xc pilots
Many of us have RASP Blipmaps amongst our weather
‘favourites’ and find it useful in deciding when to call in sick
book a day’s leave – and which bits of the country are
good for a task. Up to now it has been hosted by Leeds
University but this arrangement is coming to an end and a
search for a new home is underway. If you have been
wondering where RASP has gone, don’t panic, the data is
‘open source’ and there is another version here:
http://rasp.stratus.org.uk

RASP = Regional Atmospheric Soaring Prediction
Blipmap = Boundary Layer Information Prediction Map
An early solo pilot can also use the RASP BLIP forecasts. Suppose you are trying to
get a Silver duration flight. It might help if you knew when the thermals would start and
get to a suitable height, how high the cloudbase will be and how many hours of the day
the soaring weather around Booker will last.
The RASP website also provides localised graphical forecasts that show this information
for a specific turnpoint – http://rasp.stratus.org.uk/app/blipbytp.php. If you enter BOO it
is easy to check cloudbase, whether the thermals at say 11:00 are strong enough, and
whether they last until, say 18:00. For example, the image from 8 July 2017 (below)
shows that between 12:30 and 17:30:
•
•
•

Thermal height (blue) is above 2000 feet
Cloud base (grey) is above 2700 feet AMSL
Thermals (red) will be better than 3 knots

Not brilliant, but a
Silver duration
might just be
possible.
One thing to
remember is that
you need to
subtract the glider
sink rate from the
thermal
strength. Only by
regularly looking at
this type of data will
you get used to
interpretation and
the foibles of each
of the forecasting
systems.
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Update on regulation
The Europe Air Sports newsletter provides a very useful summary of the latest
developments regarding changing regulation for sports aviation, including gliding. The latest
edition (April 2017) is available at https://tinyurl.com/y95gmsey

Club Communications
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. Details are below.
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to:

bookergc-expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their crosscountry skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily. Mainly used for
swapping duty days. Send an email to: bookergc_instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and
include your name and membership number when applying.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number.

For the latest news about what’s happening check out
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub
*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com
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